Backup and
Recovery for
Google Workspace

Google Workspace does not include automatic backup and only
offers minimal data protection against data deletions, overwrites,
and ransomware. As a Google Workspace customer, you are
responsible for ensuring the necessary protection of your data
(not Google).
Truly protect your data and gain automatic restore capabilities with Keepit
Keep as much data as needed, for as long as you’d like, and don’t ever worry about losing data in
Google Workspace’s trash bin after you pass the 30-day data retention limit.

Keepit is the world’s only independent cloud dedicated to SaaS data protection. It gives you:

Speed

Simplicity

Security

Easily browse or search across
your Google Workspace apps and
recover data in seconds - even if
a full disaster recovery is needed.
You can restore anything – whether
it’s a single e-mail, a single user,
or a complete user account.

Enjoy the benefit of a set-and-forget
installation that requires no training.
And when it’s time to grow, stay in
control with enterprise scalability
without any surprises. Pay one flat
fee per user (includes unlimited data
storage & retention.) No hidden costs.

The moment you backup your data
with Keepit, it is immediately
rendered immutable to ransomware
– and therefore impossible to delete.
Our blockchain-verified storage
and file system ensures unparalleled
security protection.

Automatic backup and unlimited storage for your Google Workspace data
We offer a simple, yet powerful, backup and recovery solution to protect your Google Workspace
data from internal errors, malicious actions, ransomware or other cybercrime. The coverage includes:

Gmail

Personal
Google Drive

Team Drive

Documents,
Sheets & Slides

Calendar

Tasks

Sites

Forms

A 100% cloud-based solution for secure and easy backup, search, and restore
Unlimited storage — Customized retention — Automatic discovery of new users — Free data archiving
for inactive users — Easy granular and point-in-time restore — Role-based access management —
Compliant with regulatory demands

“Very easy to use and
reliable. Was quick to
implement.”
CIO, Oil & Energy Industry,
Capterra Reviews

“We have saved
significant IT efforts
and a significant
amount of money
after setting up Keepit
backup connectors.”
Senior Global IT Infrastructure
Specialist, Packaging &
Containers Industry, TrustRadius
Reviews

Why Companies Globally Trust Us
Customers around the world have made Keepit their preferred choice for protecting their data against
data loss and downtime. Here’s why they trust Keepit to keep their Google Workspace data safe:

Data
Availability

Cost
Effective

Simplicity
First

Instant
Recovery

Always
Secure

https://www.keepit.com/why-keepit/

About Keepit
The market leader in cloud backup and recovery, Keepit provides companies with dedicated cloud data protection.
Keepit is the world’s only independent vendor-neutral cloud dedicated to SaaS data protection and based on a blockchainverified solution. Keepit ensures continuous data availability and compliance for customers and is acknowledged by leading
analysts and trusted by thousands of companies worldwide to protect and manage their cloud data.
Keepit is headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark, with offices and data centers in the US and globally. For more
information visit www.keepit.com.

Talk to us: sales@keepit.com — Get a free 30-day trial: keepit.com

